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Abstract

Most cointegration tests of dynarnic government solvency use a measure of seignorage that is signifrcantlybiased
for high inflation, Using a more appropriate measure, cointegration tssts indicate govemment solvency il
Argentin4 Brazil" and Mexico during the 1980s.
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The question of government solvency has received a lot of attention in rec€nt years especially with the large U.S.

fiscal deficits and the liscal distress suffered by Latin American governments since the onset of the "debt crisis"

in the 1980s. In fact, such distress led tc foreign debt moratoria (Argentin4 Brazil and Mexico in 1982 and

Brazil in 1987) and internal debt (Argentina 1989 and 1990 and Brazil 1990) due to the untested diagnocis that

these nublic sectors were 'insolvent."

Tests of solvency usually concenbate on testing whether the mmponents of the real budget deficit form

a statiouary liaear mmbination [Hamilton and Flavin (1986), Hakkio and Rush (191), ard Trehan ald Walsh

(1988 aad 1991)1, In other words, recent studies concentrate on testitrg whether the real non-interest fiscal

deficit, the level of real (domestic and foreign) public debt, and real seignorage aro cointegrated. But as Trehan

and Walsh (191) poir out, this approach assumes that real interest rates on public sector debt are coostant.

They suggest that testing the stationarity of the fhst difference of public debt is equivalent to testing for

cointegration. The assumed mnstancy of real interest rates on government debt, however, is f,ot the only

problem with cointegration tests of government solvency.

I argue hero these tests suffer another significaat drawback in high inllation economies: discrete time

estimates of seignorage collection will be biased downward. Since seignorage is collected continuously, the bias

will be larger ths h;gher the rate of money growth. Most studies of fiscal solvency bave limited their analysis

to the United States and Europe where the bias is relatively small because these regions have experienced

.. relatirzely.low,inflation rates since World War II.1 This is not true in Latin America where chronic inllation has

been the norm in most countries.

Tests of Public Sector Solveocy

The methodolory for testing solvency is based upon the stochastic characteristics of the components of the

budget constraint. Briefly, if we assume interest rate parity and that, on average, the exchange rate follows the

dom€stic rate of inllation, the dynamic government budget conshaint is

rln fact Ahmed and Rogers (L993) analyze fiscal budget balance in the United States ignoring seignorage
completely.



du r=6n r+ ( l +p )d r -o r * ,

where the real level of debt is 4 = D,/P, the real primary government deficit is 6,*r : (q*1-T,+r)/Pt+r, the ieal

value of seignorage is o,*, = AM,*,/P,*', D, is (domestic plus fore;gn) government debt, M, is monetary base,

G, is the totality of government non-interest spending, Tt is the totality of government non-interest revenues, trr'

is the expected rate of inflatioq and p, is the averago real rate of int€rest on government debt,

Suppose the tine series vector X, = [6*" 4, o,*,] is first difference stationary. By the Wold

deconposition theorem, X, can be represented

(r - L)\= 71 + c(L)v,

where'C(L) is a 3x3 matrix in the lag operator, I is a drift tern, and v, is a vector white noise ptocess with

v, = lvy, v2a, v311. We can form the inclusive of debt interest government deficit by multiplying X, by the

eointegrating vector B' = lL, p, -1]. This yields the following expression2

0 - L)ptX, = ptlL + ptc(L)vt

One can use equation (4) to rationally forecast the value of future govemment deb,t. Substituting

equation (4) into equation (2) aad iterating forward one finds the solution to the value of d,. As Trehan and

Walsh (191) show, equation (4) implies that if intertemporal budgets are satisfied (no bubbles), real government

debt will follow the following process

(l - L)dftr= 6r*r + py', - a,*r = F2 * P1qn,

where D(L)v, is stationary. Equation (5) implies that for dynamic budget balance to obtain the fust difference

2If one separates internal debt and e)d€rnal debt, as I do below for Argentina aad Brazit 4 = [6,'u 4 d',,
r,-J, C(L) is a 4 x 4 matfi in the lag operator, and v, is a vector white noise process with u, = fvs1v4, v4,
v.,,1. Real internal public sector debt now equals d, while real foreign debt equals d',. Assuning that these
governmeuts could not borrow internationally, the inclusive of debt interest government defrcit will equal !'X,
where the cointegrating vector B' = [1, p, p', -1]. where p is the real interest rate on internal debt and p' is the
real interest rate on exlernal debt.
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of real debt must be stationary or, equivalently, the prinary defrcit, the stock of internal debt, the stock of foreign

debt, and seignorage are mintegrated with cointegrating vector 0' = [1, pD -11, Most studies test for govertrment

insolvency by testing whether such cointegration exists. Unfortunately, this 3pp1ou"tr suffers ftom two severe

limitations. The first pointed out by Trehan And Walsh (1991) is that one must assume that the real interest

rate on government debt is corutant. Second, the test necessitates the measurement of real seignorage, which

is problematic at best.

The Bias in Conventional Measurcs of Seigoorage

Simple discrete measurement of seignorage generates a biased measure of the real resource flow from money

creation as money gro*th is more or less a continuous process [Welch, Prino Brag4 and Aldrd (19f1 and

Cukierman (1988)]. To see this, mnsider the continuous time amoud of seignorage collected at time t

at

where variables are defined as above and the dot represents an instantaneous ti'.e derivative. Note that

(t=M,
Pt

^r- tt+ u5r,''-",
Po

(6)

where p now reprosents ths instantaneous rate of nominal noney growtl3 and z is the instantaneous rate of

inflation.

Integrating equation (8) from t to t+l lelds

o:,, ="i,u* = t[;1rr," 
- 1)] a

On the other hand, discrete time measurement of seignorage gives

'Ihe instantaneous rate of growth of money, p, can be approximated by ll[(l+p') where pr.' is the discrete
time rate of growth. Note that for the period of time selected, money growth is assumed constant. The
instantaneous inflation rate can be approximated in a sirnilar fashion.
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Subtracting equation (8) from

seigniorage'

t l =4p--tt
I P,'

expression for the bias ffierent usual

M,[MN,

,,1r4 
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(9) yields an

(8)

neasures of

(e)

(10)
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This non-liaear bias becomes la,rger the larger the money growth rate and the larger the divergence of

inflation from the money groMh rate. A better measure is to approximate equation (8) by

M
oj = tnlt +p;1::

where y' is the discrete tine measure of money growth (M,rrA4)-l.

Empirical Evidence

Fhst, I will compare the test results for Mexico of using the two methods of calculating seignorage ir

cohtegration tests of government budget balance. Tte Mexican data covers the perio'd 1980:2 to 1988:12. Tablo

I shows augmented Dickey and Fuller (1979) tests of stationarity of levels and first differences of tle real

prinary government deficil5 real govemment debt outstanding a.ud the two measures of real seiglorage. All

variables have urit roots but are signifrcantly stationary in first differences. The fact that real debt is first

difference stationary implies that the dynamic government budget colstraint in Mexico was firlfilled ftom 1 t)

to 1988 [Trehan and Walsh (1991)].

Cointegration tests yield dilferent results. Table 2 shows the augnented Dickey-Fuller tests of

stationadty of the lhear combination of the real primary defrcit, real debt, and teal seiglorage with cointegrating

vector [1, 11.943, -ll The value of the real interest rate, 11.943, coresponds to the weighted average interest

the analysis e)cends to the inflation tax in a straight forward way.

tlhe prinary deficit includes all non-fi.nancial revenues and expenditures of the Mexicaa public sector.



rate on foreign and domestic government debt as calculated by Feliz and Tones (191). If one uses the discete

measure of seignoragg thes€ variables are not signifrcantly cointegrated. Tho continuous time approximatiou,

however, yiekls significant cointegration which is consistent with the fact that the first difference of real debt

is also stationary.

How do the hisher inltation countries of Argentina and Brazil compare to Mexico? Data on primary

defrcits and debt io Argentina and Brazil is sca.rce so I will concentrate on testing the stationarity of the fust

difierence of real goverument domestic debt. The tests that appear in Table 3 show signifrcant stationarity of

the changes in real internal gor,,ernment debt. Even in these countries, dynamic budget balance holds; seignorage

adjusts to satisry the government's budget constraint in spite of a shdnking real monetary base.

Fingl Commentj

Continuous time approximations of seignorage revenue indicate that seignorage adjusts to ftrlfill the govertrment's

dyramic budget constraint in high ffia661 countries. Such a conclusion is important not only in terms of

dslsrmining the source of inflationary pressure in these countries but also in determiuing if theso countries

reached a point where seignorage revenue could not "fi;rance" the real resources the governnents of these

countries, In other wordg some have argued that these countries would move into a debt lead hyperinflation

the real deficit was larger thal the peak of the so-called "inflation Laffer-curve." Theoretically in such a scenario,

the government would not be able generate enough inflation tax to meet its necessities without a continuous

...acceleralion .of inllation and internal debt because the real monetary base would shdnl faster thar the

governnent could create base money. Such a notion motivated the partial hternal debt moratoria implemented

in Argentina @ecember 1989 and January 190) and Brazil (March 190). The evidence presented here,

however, shows that n€ither Argentina and Brazil, let alone Mexico, never reached such a point prior to th€ir

moratoria.
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Data Appendlx

Argentina: INDEC

Brazil: All data comes from the Fundagio Getilio Vargas and the Banco Central do Brasil.

Mexico: Data on Mexican primary surplus, money gro*th, external and internal debt, and prices come from the
Banco de Mexico data base Sie-Sat.



Table 1
Mexico: Tests of a Unit Root and Time Trend 19%:TL99O:'2

Real Internal Goverruaent Debt

a. Null Hypothesis: Variable has a Unit Root

Aupente d Dlckey-Fuller Test(')
T-ratio

Yariable with time trend without time trend

Prinary Surplus (c-T) -137 -154

(Discrete) Seignorage -237 {.5(X

real goverument debt(b) -2.11 -1.33

APrimary Surplus (G-Q {.01"' A.Lt"

A(Discrete) Seignorage {.12"' {.16"'

AReal Governnent Debto) -L1,24"' -ff:26"'

Notes: (a) Six lags were used in these tests of stationarity for all variables except debt which used two lags.
The lag structure was chosen by adding lags until the O(30) statistic did not reject the null
hypothesis of autocorrelated residuals. The test results were not sensitive to the choice of lag
length.

(b) Variable signifrcantly violates normality assumptiou either becauso of skewness or kurtosis using
the tests developed in Jarque and Bera (1980).



Table 2
Mexico: Tests for Unit Root on 6, + 11.93d, - o,

a. Null Hypothesis: Variable he< a Unit Root

Augpnented Dickey-Fuller Test(')
T-ratio

with time trend without fime trend

With discrete measure of Zl2 -1.863
seignorage

With continuow measure of -3.96" {8.73"'
seignorage

Notes: (a) Sh lags were used without a trend in these tests of stationa.rity. The lag structure was chosen
by adding lags until the Q(22) statistic did not reject the null hypothesis of autocorrelated
residuals.

* signifies significance at the a=0.10 level, ** signifies significance at the a=0.05 level and *+*

signifies signficance at the cv=0.01 level.



Table 3a

Argentina: Tests for a Unit Root 1986:31990:2
Real Internal Government Deb't

a. Null Hlpothesis: Variable has a Unit Root (with time trend)

Yariable

Areal govenment debt

Phillips-PenonTest AugmentedDlckey-FullerTest(')
T-ratio T-ratio

4.r7"' 4.rT"

b: NUI Hpothesis: Variable has Unit Root (no time trend)

Yariable

Areal government debt

Phillips-PerronTest AupentedDlckefFullerTesdt
T-rstlo T-ratio

4.W"'4.M"'

Table 3b
Brazil: Tests of a Udt Root and Time Trend l9K:3-1990:2

Real Internal Government Debt

a. NuIl Hypothesis: Variable has a Unit Root (with tirne trend)

Yariable

Areal government debt(b)

Philllps-PerronTest AugmentedDtckey-FullerTest(')
T-ratlo

-5.02"'

T-ratio

-4.56"'

b: Null Hypothesis: Variable has Unit Root (with no tine trend)

Yariable

Areal government debt@)

Phittips-PerronTest Augment€dDickey-FullerTest(d
T-ratio T-ratio

4.94"' 450"'

Notes: (a) Znro lags were used in the Argentine tesLs and one lag was used in the Brazilian tests of
stationarity. The lag structure was chosen by adding lags uotil the Q(22) statistic did not reject
the null hypothesis of autocorelated residuals.

(b) Variable significaltly violates normality assumption either because of skewness or kurtosis using
the tests developed in Jarque and Bera (1980).

' signilies significance at the c=0.10level, ** signifies significance at the a=0.05level, and n**

signifies significance at the c=0.01 lewl.
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